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OPTICAL IMAGING USING TIME GATED 
SCATTERED LIGHT 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This is a Continuation-in-Part application of Us. appli 
cation Ser. No. 08/391,209, noW abandoned Which Was ?led 
on Feb. 21, 1995 and is incoporated herein by reference in 
its entirety. 

This invention Was made With government support under 
Grant Number NIH-5-P41-RR02594 aWarded by the 
National Institutes of Health. The government has certain 
rights in the invention. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to medical and diagnostic 
imaging systems and procedures. Clinical procedures cur 
rently employ a number of systems for locating, imaging and 
diagnosing various structures Within the human body. These 
include x-ray computer tomography, ultrasound, and mag 
netic resonance imaging, among others. These systems are 
used to detect morphologic abnormalities associated With 
speci?c diseases or conditions in various body organs. 

In the case of x-ray computer tomography, for example, a 
number of projection data are taken sequentially at different 
angles and the data are used to reconstruct an image of the 
object being scanned in three dimensions. Thus, an x-ray 
tomography system solves an inverse problem for the x-ray 
opacity of body tissues using measurements of the amount 
of radiation absorbed from many beams transmitted at a 
variety of angles. This procedure is based on a number of 
assumptions including that the intensity of the x-rays dimin 
ishes across the distance traversed at a rate proportional to 
the intensity of the beam, that the absorption coef?cient 
depends on the type of tissue along the various beam paths 
and that this non-linear problem can be solved based upon 
certain approximations including that a linear set of equa 
tions is an accurate representation of the problem. Of critical 
importance to x-ray tomography is that corrections for 
scattering are relatively simple. 

Others have sought to use the “diffusion approximation” 
to represent the scattering of optical radiation for medical 
imaging applications. The diffusion approximation involves 
the detection of incoherent photons and the analysis of the 
resulting spectrum. The main problem With this approach is 
poor spatial resolution Which limits the usefulness of this 
method in medical imaging applications. Others have sought 
to use so-called “ballistic” photons Which travel the shortest 
path through the medium and are, for the purposes of this 
application, “non-scattered” photons. 
A continuing need exists, hoWever, for further improve 

ments in the ?eld of tomographic imaging for medical 
applications including enhanced resolution, reduced cost 
and complexity, and improved diagnostic capability. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the use of time resolved 
elastic and inelastically scattered light for locating, imaging 
and diagnosing structures Within organs of the human body. 
In particular time-resolved photon migration is used for 
medical imaging, including optical methods for localiZing 
lesions Within the body. Since biological tissue is highly 
scattering, the problem is one of imaging an object embed 
ded in a turbid medium. Most existing techniques use 
differences in the absorption or elastic scattering properties 
betWeen the embedded object and its surroundings. In many 
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2 
cases of medical interest, hoWever, the resulting contrast is 
relatively small, Which severely limits the sensitivity and 
resolution. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy studies of human tissue indi 
cate that a variety of lesions shoW distinct ?uorescence 
spectra compared to those of normal tissue. Thus, intrinsic 
tissue ?uorescence can provide enhanced contrast, as Well as 
diagnostic-histochemical information. In addition, exog 
enous dyes, many of Which are knoWn to ?uoresce With high 
quantum yield, have been shoWn to exhibit selective uptake 
in neoplastic lesions. Use of such agents provides ?uores 
cent markers With high quantum yields, and are used to 
locate embedded lesions in the breast, brain and other 
organs. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention time 
resolved optical tomography, and ?uorescence and Raman 
spectroscopy, can be used separately or in combination to 
provide both spatial and chemical information about embed 
ded objects in tissue. By measuring and analyZing the early 
portion of the ?uorescence signal from embedded lesions for 
example, Which rises rapidly and is not sensitive to ?uores 
cence lifetime, precise timing information and hence accu 
rate spatial resolution of embedded lesions can be obtained. 
The rising edge of the ?uorescence signal is generally over 
a period of 100—200 picoseconds or less. The rising edge of 
the Raman signal is less than 100 picoseconds. A streak 
camera can be used as a multichannel time-resolved detector 

to measure both the rising and decaying periods of the 
spectrum and to obtain images of embedded ?uorescent 
objects in a single measurement or in a sequence of mea 
surements at one or more angles relative to the tissue. 

More speci?cally, a preferred embodiment collects scat 
tered radiation in the interval betWeen 0 and 1500 
picoseconds, and preferably in the range of 0 to 500 pico 
seconds after irradiation of the tissue, and based upon a 
comparison of this data With a non-diffusion representation 
of light Which has been scattered by the tissue. This non 
diffusion representation emphasiZes the “almost straight” 
trajectories of early arriving photons to provide images of 
internal bodily structures With improved spatial resolution in 
the range of 1—3 mm or less. This representation can include 
a diffusion component for later arriving photons in each 
collection period Which exhibit characteristics more accu 
rately represented by both diffusion and non-diffusion char 
acteristics. 

Time resolved Raman scattering of tissue involves the 
detection of early arriving photons arising from molecular 
vibration in the objects being measured. The vibrational 
bands can be assigned to individual molecular groups so that 
information about molecular content as Well as position can 
be provided. 

Optical collectors positioned about the object to be 
imaged are used to collect ?uorescence and/or Raman light 
scattered by the tissue in response to laser irradiation. The 
?uorescence and Raman data can be used to locate and 
image embedded lesions in three dimensions as Well as 
provide information regarding the chemical composition of 
such lesions. This information can be used to identify such 
lesions as normal or abnormal, cancerous or precancerous 
etc. Further details regarding the use of induced ?uorescence 
of tissue to diagnose cancer or precancerous lesions can be 
found in US. Ser. No. 08/219,240 ?led on Mar. 29, 1994, 
now US. Pat. No. 5,421,337, the entire contents of Which is 
incorporated herein by reference. The use of laser induced 
Raman spectroscopy of tissue for diagnosing various dis 
eases and conditions is described in greater detail in US. 
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Ser. No. 08/107,854 ?led on Aug. 26, 1993 and having an 
international ?ling date of Jan. 17, 1992, and entitled Sys 
tems and Methods of Molecular Spectroscopy To Provide 
For The Diagnosis of Tissue, the entire contents of Which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

Another preferred embodiment utiliZes back-scattered 
?uorescent and/or Raman data to provide measurements of 
depth and lateral position of lesions in tissue. Fiber optic 
probes used for back scattering measurements are described 
in conjunction With the above referenced incorporated appli 
cations. The time resolved methods can be used or, 
alternatively, frequency domain analysis of the acquired 
spectrum can also be employed. In this embodiment, it is 
desirable to modulate the laser above 100 MHZ, and pref 
erably betWeen 500 MHZ and 1000 MHZ to provide the 
temporal resolution for accurately imaging embedded 
objects. A computer is programmed to transform the data 
using knoWn transformation techniques and the data can be 
represented in three dimensions With amplitude plotted as a 
function of frequency and time. 
A preferred method of using the invention to diagnose 

tissue involves the insertion of a ?ber optic probe into a body 
lumen, collecting data, determining the location of material 
to be biopsied, and performing a biopsy on the identi?ed 
material. Additionally, biopsied samples can also be mea 
sured and analyZed using the methods described herein. 
Alternatively, an optical biopsy can be performed in vivo 
Without the need for tissue removal using the methods set 
forth herein. 

The above and other features of the invention including 
various novel details of construction and combinations of 
parts Will noW be more particularly described With reference 
to the accompanying draWings and pointed out in the claims. 
It Will be understood that the particular system and methods 
embodying the invention are shoWn by Way of illustration 
only and not as a limitation of the invention. The principles 
and features of this invention may be employed in varied and 
numerous embodiment Without departing from the scope of 
the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A is a schematic diagram of a tomographic appa 
ratus Where O is an embedded ?uorescent object; D is a fast 
photodiode; F are collection ?bers; HF is a holographic 
notch ?lter. 

FIG. 1B schematically illustrates a circular multi?ber 
collection geometry. 

FIG. 2 is an 8-channel time-resolved ?uorescence signal 
observed by the streak camera Where the line connects t1 /2 
points of the eight channels. 

FIG. 3A is a graphical representation Where ?uorescence 
signal detected by each individual ?ber surrounding the 
object containing a single embedded object. Fits using a 
triangulation procedure are plotted as dashed curves. 

FIG. 3B is graphical representation similar to that of FIG. 
3A With a loWer mean free path. 

FIG. 4 is a graphical representation Where tl/2 is the 
?uorescence signal detected by each individual ?ber sur 
rounding a medium containing tWo embedded objects. 

FIG. 5A illustrates a schematic diagram shoWing instru 
ment components Where CD: cavity dumper; MCP/PMT: 
microchannel plate/photomultiplier tube; CFTD: constant 
fraction time discriminator; TAC: time-to-amplitude con 
verter; and PC: personal computer. Solid lines represent 
optic signal paths and dashed electronic signal paths. The 
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4 
insert shoWs the arrangement of excitation and collection 
probes, and the sample geometry. 

FIG. 5B schematically illustrates an endoscopic backscat 
tering geometry for a ?ber optic probe. 

FIG. 6A graphically illustrated a ?uorescence emission 
from rose bengal (RB) dye cell at four different depths. 

FIG. 6B is a graphical illustration similar to that of FIG. 
6A With an rhodamine (R6G) dye cell. 

FIG. 7 graphically the depths of a ?uorephore vs. t1 /2 for 
tWo different scattering coef?cients. 

FIG. 8 graphically illustrates lateral location of a ?uoro 
phore using ultrafast time-gating for tWo different scattering 
coef?cients. 

FIG. 9 graphically illustrates the probing tWo identical 
?uorophores at different depths. 

FIGS. 10A and 10B graphically illustrate tWo different 
?uorophores detected at 620 nm and 670 nm respectively. 

FIG. 11 graphically illustrates results With Raman scat 
tering from [3-carotene cell at three depths. 

FIG. 12 graphically illustrates time resolved measure 
ments of a turbid medium. 

FIGS. 13A and 13B graphically depict the half of the 
maximum Width of path distribution r(a), and relative inten 
sity of emerging light I(b) as a function of time for 3 cm of 
turbid medium representing breast tissue (,u‘S=10-cm_1) 
found from path integral formulation of transport equation. 

FIG. 14 Detection of the screen edge in the 5.5 cm slab of 
turbid medium (,u‘S=0.45 cm_1) With assumption about uni 
form distribution of the trajectories. Lateral position of the 
edge is d=1 cm. Theory (solid lines) vs. experiment (dots), 
Where different curves represent time WindoWs at t=310 ps, 
450 ps, 500 ps, and 600 ps. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

A schematic diagram of apparatus in accordance With the 
invention is presented in FIG. 1A. The system can use ~150 
fs excitation pulse generated by a Coherent Mira 900 
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser 10 pumped by a Coherent 
Innova 400 multiline argon ion laser, and a streak camera 
detection system 22 consisting of a temporal dispenser 
C1587, synchroscan streak unit M1955 and tuning unit 
M1954 available from Hamamatsu Photonic Systems Cor 
poration. A photomultiplier detector can also be used. The 
Wavelength in the present embodiment is 750 nm, the 
repetition rate 76 MHZ, and the average poWer 1.5 W 
although other Wavelengths rates and poWer levels can be 
used. A small portion of the excitation light, de?ected by a 
quartZ plate to a fast photodiode 20 (D), Was used as the 
optical triggering signal. Eight 100 pm core diameter optical 
?bers Were used to collect the ?uorescence light and 
transmit it to the entrance slit of the streak camera using a 
?ber optic cable 18. The excitation light can be delivering to 
the sample along ?ber optic cable 14. An endoscopic probe 
used in conjunction With the invention can incorporate both 
delivery and ?bers. AKaiser 752 nm holographic notch ?lter 
26 and tWo 780 nm long-pass ?lters Were used in front 
of the streak camera to completely remove the excitation 
light. The system resolution, 10 ps, Was determined by the 
intrinsic response of the streak camera, and temporal dis 
persion through the optical ?bers, and optical trigger jitter. 

Signals can be collected by 8 ?bers evenly positioned 
around the circumference of the medium in the plane 
containing the ?uorescence object (O) as shoWn in FIG. 1B. 
Other numbers of ?bers and ?ber geometries can also be 
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used. Differences in length among the ?bers can cause 
uncertainties in the Zeroes of time, but these can be cali 
brated out. In this arrangement, as shoWn is FIG. 1B, the 
?uorescence return signal to be received earliest by the distal 
end of ?ber 2, Which is closest to the ?uorescent object, and 
latest by ?ber 6, Which is furthest aWay. The proximal ends 
of these ?bers can be arranged in a line and imaged onto the 
streak camera slit. The streak camera Was used as a both 

time- and spatial-resolved multichannel detector. Signals 
from different ?bers appeared at different vertical locations 
on the CCD array of the streak camera, and the temporal 
information Was displayed horiZontally. The detected data 
can then be processed by computer 24 to provide the desired 
time-dependent representation and image of the tissue or 
features therein and identify the ?uorescent or molecular 
components of interest. 
A typical 8-channel time-resolved ?uorescence signal is 

shoWn in FIG. 2. The rising edge of each curve contains 
timing information Which can be used to extract spatial 
information. The exact timing of these rising edges can be 
determined in several Ways. In the present method the time 
at Which the signal reaches half-maximum of that channel, 
t1 /2 Was selected at the representative time for each curve. In 
FIGS. 3A and 3B We plot t1 /2 for each collection ?ber for a 
single imbedded object for the cases of 1.8 and 0.9 mm 
scattering mean free path (mfp, l/ps), respectively. Note that 
#5 and ya are the scattering and absorption coef?cients of the 
medium. The collection time is 5 minutes in the example, 
but can be longer or shorter depending on the object to be 
imaged. The local minimum indicates the position of the 
object. Similar data Were obtained for mfp’s betWeen 0.6 
and 3.6 mm. (Note that the diameter of the sample is 
equivalent to 20—120 mfps). 

In order to extract the spatial location of the embedded 
?uorophore, in this procedure it is assumed the time delay 
for the early photons to be proportional to the distance 
traveled. In our cylindrical geometry, this can be expressed 
as 

With R the radius of the sample, 0” the angular location of 
the nth channel, and (r, 0) the polar coordinates of the 
embedded ?uorophore. The spatial location of embedded 
objects can be obtained by ?tting the experimental data (eg 
FIGS. 3A and 3B) using Eq. Typical ?ts are shoWn as 
dashed lines in FIGS. 3A and 3B. 

To illustrate the measurement of tWo embedded objects in 
Which the scattering mfp Was 1.8 mm, FIG. 4 plots t1 /2 for 
each collection ?ber With tWo objects present. Each local 
minimum represents a single ?uorescing object. Use of more 
than eight ?bers improves the resolution particularly When 
measuring a number of ?uorescing objects. The inverse 
problem in this case is more complicated and requires an 
accurate theoretical model of the photon migration process 
in a turbid medium described in greater detail beloW. 

This geometry is applicable to many human organs, such 
as brain and breast. Furthermore, this method can be 
extended to other geometries, as Well. Note that With ?bers 
positioned in different planes, objects can be localiZed in 
three dimensions. In addition, by observing ?uorescence at 
multiple Wavelengths, one can obtain histochemical infor 
mation. 

The streak camera photocathode-WindoW (s-20/UV, spec 
tral response from 200—850 nm) can be more nearly matched 
to the ?uorescent Wavelength or Wavelengths depending on 
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6 
the ?uorescence Wavelengths of interest. In addition, the 
system throughput can be improved by replacing the above 
?bers With single-mode optical ?ber bundles of larger 
diameter, e.g., 1 mm, Without loss of temporal resolution. 
Improving these factors increases the signal-to-noise ratio 
by a factor of several hundreds, Which permits reduction of 
the excitation poWer and/or collection time. The localiZation 
accuracy comparable to that of the data presented here can 
be obtained from a 5 mm diameter ?uorescent object con 
taining hematoporphryn derivative (HpD) at clinical con 
centrations using excitation poWer of a feW tens of mW and 
less than one minute accumulation time. 

In another preferred embodiment the rise-time of ?uores 
cence provides precise timing information, hence accurate 
spatial resolution, of an embedded object in tissue. Elec 
tronic excitation occurs on the optical time scale; and the rise 
time, Which is not affected by ?uorescence decay, is on the 
order of 10'13 seconds. Raman scattering, another potential 
source of high contrast, exhibits comparably rapid rise times 
and can be used for precise timing. Note that these spectro 
scopic techniques carry the additional potential advantage of 
providing histochemical information about the object to be 
imaged. Thus ?uorescence emission and Raman scattering 
are used to obtain time-resolved and three-dimensional 
spectroscopic information of lesions through overlying tis 
sue. 

A preferred embodiment can use a feW-ps pulses for 
excitation and time-resolved single-photon counting for 
detection. A Wavelength suitable for this application be 
generated using a Nd:YAG laser 30 to provide radiation at 
570 nm, the repetition rate is 1 MHZ and the average poWer 
is 30 mW. The apparatus is illustrated schematically in FIG. 
5A. A 10 nm bandpass ?lter (centered at 610 nm) and a 600 
nm long pass ?lter in front of the detector completely 
remove the excitation light. The temporal resolution of the 
system, about 80 ps, is mainly due to the transit time spread 
of the PMT. This is adequate to resolve the photon migration 
signals in our photon samples. Tube 38 is used With a 
microchannel plate. A constant fraction time discriminator 
44 is coupled to tube 38 and the time to amplitude converter 
46. An endoscope 36 can be used for delivery and/or 
collection in backscattering probe procedure for in vivo 
applications (FIG. 5B). A diode 40 and second CFTD 42 can 
be used to improve collection prior to analysis on computer 
48. 

In our singled-ended probing geometry a collection ?ber 
is positioned adjacent to the incident beam on the same 
surface of the tissue, and the ?uorescence material is located 
at a ?xed distance Within the tissue. In this geometry the 
earliest arriving ?uorescence photons emitted from the ?uo 
rescing material or lesions returns to the collection ?ber 
sooner than those from a second lesion B, located at a greater 
depth, or a third lesion C, laterally displaced from A. This 
illustrates the use of a ?beroptic probe in determining the 
location of the ?uorescent object in three dimensions by 
observing the time-resolved ?uorescence signal. Ultrafast 
time-gating can further improve spatial resolution. 

Fluorescence can be used to provide time-of-?ight signals 
for ranging, despite the long ?uorescence lifetimes, typically 
on the order of a feW ns, relative to the photon migration 
time of interest. To illustrate this, We compared the time 
resolved signals emitted from dye cells embedded in a 
polystyrene bead suspension containing either RB (in Water 
lifetime 130 ps) or R6G (lifetime 3.9 ns). The dye cell depth 
Was changed from 3 to 6 cm in 1 cm increments. The 
scattering mean free path (mfp) Was 4 mm. The results are 
plotted in FIGS. 6A and 6B. In spite of the fact that the 
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?uorescence lifetimes of RB and R6G differ by a factor of 
30, the rising edges of these tWo sets of curves are extremely 
similar. In fact, they closely represent the rising edge of the 
photon migration curves. 

The depths of a ?uorescent object can be easily probed in 
the backscattering geometry by looking at the earliest 
arriving ?uorescence photons, even under strong scattering 
conditions. The time-of-?ight for these earliest arriving 
photons is proportional to tWice the depth of the ?uorescent 
object. As expected, ?uorescence emitted from a deeper 
object arrives at the detector later. In addition, increased 
scattering also delays the arrival time, as shoWn in the plot 
of depth vs. time, of FIG. 7. The time at Which the signal 
reaches half maximum, t1 /2 is used as the representative time 
for each curve. The spatial resolution is determined by both 
the intrinsic factor, due to the statistics of photon migration, 
and extrinsic factors such as the sensitivity of the detector 
and signal-to-noise (S/n) level. With ?ve-minute accumula 
tion time the current set-up can resolve a depth of 1 mm, 
even at a distance of 100 mfp’s. 

To obtain lateral information about an embedded object, 
We measured the time-resolved ?uorescence signals as a 
function of the lateral position of the dye cell at depth of 5 
cm. Based on simple geometrical considerations, We expect 
lateral resolution to be poorer than depth resolution. 
HoWever, lateral resolution can be improved by using an 
ultrafast time WindoW for the earliest arriving photons, 
Which is similar to the typical time-gate transillumination 
imaging experiments. The optimum time gate Was chosen 
based on considerations of both resolution and S/N ratio. 
Typically, We used a 24 ps time WindoW. FIG. 8 plots the 
time gated intensity vs. the lateral displacement of the 
?uorescence dye cell at 25 and 100 mfp’s, respectively. A 
lateral resolution of 1 cm is obtained With this time WindoW, 
hoWever, much greater resolutions can be obtained. 

Measurements Were made With tWo embedded cells con 
taining the same ?uorescence dye. The tWo objects Were 
positioned 1.8 cm apart at depths of 4.5 and 5 cm, respec 
tively. Using lateral displacement and time delay as 
variables, We can construct a contour map of the time 
derivative of the time-resolved intensity (FIG. 9). The time 
derivative, a measure of hoW fast the time-resolved signal 
evolves, reaches a maximum at approximately t1 /2, Which in 
turn provides the depth information. Although the signal 
from the shalloWer object dominated, the 3-d positions of 
both objects can be ascertained. This is because We can use 
different time-gating to provide different depth measure 
ments inside the tissue medium. Note that although the 
lateral dimension represents the actual image of the object, 
longitudinally (i.e., temporally) it only provides information 
about the top surface of the ?uorescent material. Also note 
that the best lateral resolution is obtained at the earliest time 
gate, i.e., Where the contours begin along the time axis. 

If the tWo embedded objects have distinct spectroscopic 
features, imaging capability can be enhanced. This Was 
demonstrated by measuring the ?uorescence intensity from 
tWo cells (similar geometry as in FIG. 9) containing S640 
and HIDCI, respectively, at 620 and 670 nm (FIGS. 10A and 
10B respectively) by placing a spectrometer in front of the 
PMT. Compared to FIG. 9, signal interference betWeen the 
tWo objects is reduced, and more importantly, the chemical 
identities of the objects can be obtained. 
A Raman scattering cell containing [3-carotene having a 

Raman vibration at 1157 cm'1 Was studied. To establish that 
the detected signals Were from Raman scattering rather than 
?uorescence from either [3-carotene or sample impurities, in 
a measurement Without the scattering medium, the time 
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8 
resolved Raman scattering Was identical in shape to that of 
the laser light (determined by instrumental resolution), 
obtained by de?ecting part of the laser beam into the ?ber 
probe and removing the ?lters. This is consistent With the 
instantaneous nature of Raman scattering. The possibility of 
laser light leakage Was excluded by replacing the Raman cell 
With a Raleigh scattering cell containing KI poWder, Which 
does not have Raman bands above 300 cm_1. As a further 
check, the emission spectrum from the Raman sample Was 
collected using a standard ?uorimeter With the same 570 nm 
excitation. Distinct Raman peaks at 605, 610 and 624 nm, 
Which correspond to the knoWn Raman shifts of 1008, 1157 
and 1516 cm'1 for [3-carotene, Were observed With minimum 
background. FIG. 11 displays the time-resolved Raman 
signal for cell depths of 2, 3 and 4 cm in a scattering medium 
With 7 mm mfp. 

Thus time-resolved ?uorescence and Raman emissions 
can be used as a probe to provide accurate information about 
the position of an object such as a lesion embedded in a 
turbid medium such as tissue. Time resolved ?uorescence 
can be used effectively despite the long ?uorescence decay 
time. The time evolution of the signal is determined by both 
the time-course of the photons migrating through the scat 
tering media and the decaying ?uorescence. These measure 
ments establish that the early portion of the signal rises 
rapidly and is not sensitive to the relatively long ?uores 
cence lifetime. The early portions of both the ?uorescence 
and Raman signals thus represent the actual time-of-?ight of 
photons traversing the scattering medium. In the case of 
?uorescence, this is due to the fact that electronic excitation 
from the ground state to the excited states is extremely rapid, 
on the order of 10'13 seconds, so that the rising edge of the 
?uorescence lifetime curve is effectively a step function. The 
resulting signal, a convolution of the distribution of the 
time-of-?ight of photons migrating to the detector and the 
?uorescence decay curve, is mainly determined by that of 
the time-of-?ight curve. In addition, these earliest arriving 
photons undergo minimal scattering, resulting in high spatial 
resolution. In other Words, by measuring and analyZing the 
earliest-arriving photons, this serves to minimiZe the uncer 
tainties due to both diffusive scattering and the ?nite ?uo 
rescence lifetime. 

HoWever, unlike many existing trans-illumination 
methods, a backscattering geometry With single-ended 
detection is employed. In this con?guration, the isotropic 
?uorescence emission or Raman scattering events serve to 
reverse the direction of nearly straight photon paths. The 
earliest signals observed in this case are proportional to 
tWice the distance from the sample surface to the location of 
the embedded objects, Which in our experiments are com 
posed of molecules having unique ?uorescence or Raman 
scattering characteristics. Thus, the arrival time of the ear 
liest photons can provide the depth information of the 
embedded objects, as Well as the usual 2-D localiZation. In 
addition, lateral spatial resolution can be optimiZed by using 
a short duration time-gate to select the earliest arriving 
photons. Also, note that in a turbid medium, a backscattering 
geometry cannot be used With a technique based on elastic 
scattering or absorption, because photons backscattered by 
the medium Will mask the signals arising from the embedded 
object. 
With the technique presented in this paper, either native 

tissue chromophores or exogenous dyes can be used to 
detect embedded lesions. In the former case, both biochemi 
cal and spatial information about the lesion are provided 
simultaneously. The contrast betWeen diseased and normal 
tissue can be enhanced by utiliZing these properties instead 
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of absorption or elastic scattering, and diagnostic informa 
tion can be obtained. Exogenous dyes, Which are knoWn to 
exhibit ?uorescence With high quantum yield, can also be 
used as a source of contrast. For example, a number of 
knoWn methods use selective uptake of photosensitiZing 
agents, such as hematoporphyrin derivative, in a neoplastic 
lesions. Use of such agents provides ?uorescent markers 
With high quantum yields Which can serve to locate embed 
ded lesions in the breast, brain or perhaps other organs. The 
dyes preferably have an excitation Wavelength in the range 
of 600—630 nm and ?uorescence in the range of 680—720 
nm. 

Multichannel detection can be used to extend the capa 
bility of the technique presented here in several Ways. An 
optical ?ber array can be utiliZed to obtain 3-D information 
in a single measurement by displaying physical position 
along one axis and time along the other. Further more, With 
the aid of a spectrograph, real-time spectroscopy and optical 
tomography can be achieved by simultaneously displaying 
spectral and temporal information. 

To understand the differences betWeen prior methods and 
the present invention it is helpful to consider a system in 
Which photons propagating through a turbid medium from 
point A to point B can be described using statistical consid 
erations. A photon originating at point A is elastically 
scattered multiple times, each time being de?ected into a 
particular angle With a Well-de?ned probability, thus form 
ing a trajectory Within the medium. Each trajectory has a 
particular probability. By calculating this probability and 
then summing over all possible trajectories, one obtains the 
probability for the photon to travel betWeen tWo points in the 
medium. 

The probability for a photon to traverse the scattering 
medium from point A With radius-vector rA to point B With 
radius-vector rB in a time interval T can be Written as a path 
integral: 

Where the function on 

insures that photons propagate at the speed of light in the 
medium (c=1) at every point along the trajectory, and 

N (3) 

Dr(t) = n m. 

Integral (2) represents the solution of the equation of radia 
tive transfer for the case in Which elastic scattering is 
described by a Gaussian phase function. 

The probability distribution function for the case of 
isotropic scattering, generally referred to as the diffusive 
limit, does not folloW immediately from Eq. (2), Which Was 
derived in the approximation of small angle scattering. 
HoWever the diffusive limit can be calculated by eliminating 
the angular dependence of the phase function. Thus, in this 
case P(rA, rB, T) is a path integral over the function J[r(t)]: 
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By Writing the trajectory in the form of a Fourier sine 
series With a fundamental period of T, an approximate 
expression for Eq. (3) can be derived: 

and B(ot,B) is the beta function. This integral takes on 
different values for T<R and T>R. Note that for T<R the 
probability (3) is equal to Zero, Which simply re?ects the 
requirement of causality - - - there is not enough time for a 

photon initially at A to get to point B. When R<<T, We 
immediately obtain 

This formula is a standard result of the time dependent 
diffusion approximation. In contrast Eq. (4) has the correct 
properties for times R~T. 

(6) 

(6) 

This formula is a standard result of the time dependent 
diffusion approximation. In contrast Eq. (4) has the correct 
properties for times R~T. 
Amuch more important and interesting case for Which the 

scattering is not isotropic and the phase function is highly 
peaked in the forWard direction. This is the case of relevance 
to biological tissue. The solution to the transport equation 
for a sample of in?nite extent is given by the integral Eq. Thus: 

Pm. m. T) = (7) 

Where Q is a normaliZation constant. The same approach 
employed in the diffusive limit can be used to evaluate this 
integral. Calculations shoW that the probability depends 
upon the tWo factors, one resembling the “diffusion” term 
Which dominates in the long time limit, and the second, 
Which comes into play at short times, and is most important 
for the early photons that folloW short, “almost straight” 
trajectories. The application of path integral techniques to 
the problem of light propagation has been set forth by 
Perelman et al. in “Photon Migration in Turbid Media Using 
Path Integrals”, Physical RevieW Letters, Vol. 72, No. 9, 
(1994) the contents of Which is incorporated herein by 
reference. The application of path integral methods for 
representing light propagation in biological tissue is set forth 
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in Perelman et al., “Time Dependent Photon Migration 
Using Path Integrals”, Physical RevieW (1995), the contents 
of Which is incorporated herein by reference. In particular, 
the representation for small angle scattering is of critical 
importance in accurately imaging embedded lesions using 
early arriving photons. 

To further improve upon the solution to the inverse 
problem in connection With the use of early arriving scat 
tered photons for medical imaging. One method involves the 
calculation of the Width of the most probable path repre 
sented in Eq. (2) to de?ne a “probe.” Calculating hoW many 
trajectories are eliminated by blocking different parts of this 
“probe” by an absorbing object inside the tissue, one can 
determine the change in detected signal as a function of siZe 
and position of the object. Thus, the Width of the distribution 
(especially for early times) and amount of signal obtained at 
the detector becomes important. 

For example, using Eq. (2) We calculated a maximum 
Width of the path distribution around a classical path 
(de?ned as the Width Where path density decreases e times 
from its maximum value) for the 3 cm slab of breast 
tissue-like medium Without absorption (,u‘S=10 cm_1, and 
p=0). As seen from FIG. 13A, a signi?cant improvement in 
resolution is obtained by moving the time-gate to shorter 
times (around 400 ps). The signal level (FIG. 13B) for these 
times is around 10% of its maximum “diffusive” value, and 
for a simple shadoWgram We can obtain spatial resolution of 
the order of 3—4 mm, Which is 3—4 times better than that 
obtained using diffusive photons. 
By obtaining the distribution of paths around the classical 

path in this beam (Where one estimates a uniform distribu 
tion With a Width calculated using the path integral 
technique, or alternatively, using a Gaussian distribution, 
Which directly comes from Eq. (2)), one can estimate the 
change in signal because part of the beam is blocked. This 
provides a relatively simple procedure for creating a data 
kernel matrix G for early arriving photons. The accuracy of 
this approximation and the resolution can be calculated from 
time-resolved transmission through a turbid medium With a 
screen located in the middle, as a function of source-detector 
pair position scanner across the medium. FIG. 14 illustrates 
results of calculations for the direct problem, Which Was 
performed using a beam With uniform distribution, and its 
comparison With a time dependent experiment. Using this 
simple uniform model for distribution of trajectories inside 
the beam of early arriving photons, one can locate the edge 
of the screen in a manner similar to the Way it is located in 
a transparent medium. 

Using this method for more complicated geometries and 
shapes of imbedded objects, a linear system of equations (or 
G matrix representing the system) de?nes the temporal 
signal at the position of the probe as a function of the 
characteristics and positions of absorbing objects inside the 
tissue. By determining the generaliZed inverse G‘“, one can 
establish the distribution of the absorbers inside the tissue. 

In general terms the data obtained from such a 
measurement, the data vector f(t) is related to the matrix GF 
by a vector of model parameters M: f(t)=GF(t)M. The matrix 
GF(t) is provided by the operator 

GPO, W, I) = (3) 

Where G(r,t) is a photon migration Green’s function and Q5 
represents the spatial and temporal distribution of the inci 
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dent laser beam. As this problem is linear, so-called “Maxi 
mum Likelihood” methods can be used. Details regarding 
the use of such methods can be found in Geophysical Data 
Analysis." Discrete Inverse Theory by William Menke, Aca 
demic Press C 1989, the contents of Which are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

Because the method is based on the concept of the beam 
of the trajectories, it provides a representation of the photon 
migration process for early arriving photons and thus pro 
vides the data kernel matrix in the Way similar to methods 
used in x-ray tomography. The same procedure can be used 
for ?uorescence measurements of tissue both in vitro and in 
vivo. Note that the term G(r—rF, t—t“) in equation (8) 
represents the incident elastically scattered light, the term 

represents the ?uorescence, Where '5 is the ?uorescence 
lifetime and G(rF—rS, t‘—t) represents the returning scattered 
light. 
The inverse problem can also be addressed for applica 

tions in Which no linear solution of the inverse problem 
exists Which also provides the resolution and signal strength 
necessary. 

Consider cases Where a continuous distribution of absorb 
ing and scattering properties inside the tissue. Note that 
absorption reduces the probability for realiZation of the 
particular trajectory. This can be incorporated into Eq. (2) by 
multiplying the probability for the speci?c trajectory by a 
Weight equal to exp(—Ipa(r)dr), Where the integral is calcu 
lated along the trajectory. Thus, Eq. (2) can be re-Written in 
the form 

Where the function under the integral in the exponent is the 
effective Lagrangian in a non-uniformly absorbing medium. 
It has been generaliZed by introducing the function V(r)= 
2pa(r)hs(l—g), associated With absorption. This function has 
the same properties as a potential, and therefore can be 
called the effective potential. 

Because the most probable path is disturbed by introduc 
ing this effective potential, the problem is similar to ?nding 
the potential from the form of the particle’s trajectory. This 
problem can be solved by using one of the minimiZation 
methods for least square problems described, for example, in 
more detail in “Generalized non-linear inverse problems 
solved using least squares criterion,” by A. Tarantola and B. 
Valette in Rev: Geophys. Space Phys 20, 219—232 (1982), 
the contents of Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

In cases of non-homogeneous scattering coef?cient ps(r), 
the term in front of the action in the exponent Will go under 
the integral. This term, hoWever, does not resemble a 
potential, but rather a change in particle “effective mass”. 

Returning to systems and methods for practicing the 
invention, as described in connection With FIG. 1, the 
system can be employed for measurements using ~150 fs 
excitation pulses generated by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire 
laser pumped by a multiline argon ion laser, and a streak 
camera detection system. In another preferred method the 
incident Wavelength Was 800 nm, the repetition rate 76 
MHZ, and the average poWer 1.5 W. A small portion of the 
excitation light, de?ected by a quartZ plate to a fast 
photodiode, Was used as the optical triggering signal. Trans 
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mission signals Were collected by a 200 pm core diameter 
optical ?ber. The other end of the ?ber Was imaged onto the 
streak camera slit. The ?ber optic elements can be mounted 
on a rotating C-arm to position delivery and collection ?bers 
as desired. This actuating mechanism can be operated by 
suitable motor and computer controlled systems for auto 
matic scanning and collection. The system resolution 

P(rf, r,, T): F(T)exp (10) 

Where, F(T) is a normaliZation function. If We consider a 
slab of thickness L and introduce a coordinate system in 
Which X and y aXes are parallel to the slab’s surface and Z is 
normal to this surface, then We can approximately Write, 

PW, rs, W, T) = (11) 

Where D=(Dx, Dy) is a vector that represents displacement of 
the detected photon from the slab’s aXes and the vector W 
describes the angle at Which the photon emerges from the 
slab (See FIGS. 13A and 13B). The components of W=(Wx, 
W) are the angles it makes With the X-Z and y-Z planes 
respectively, and Q is a normaliZation constant. 
As can be seen, the probability depends upon tWo factors, 

one resembling the “diffusion” term, Which dominates in the 
long time limit, and the second, Which comes into play at 
short times, and is most important for the early photons that 
folloW short, “almost straight” trajectories. 

Collected data Wre compared With the theoretical repre 
sentation that folloWs from Eq. (11). As shoWn in FIG. 12, 
results indicate agreement betWeen theory and experiment 
that can be obtained by varying only one parameter, the 
scattering coef?cient #5. This agreement eXists not only for 
the decreasing (“diffusive”) part of the curve but also for the 
initial part of the curve that represents the earliest, highly 
“non-diffusive” photons. Moreover, FIG. 12 suggests that 
Eq. (11) has the correct angular dependence. 

FIG. 12 shoWs time-resolved signal measurements for 
transmission through a slab of turbid media (Intralipid With 
concentration Chm+10 ml) of thickness L=5 .5 cm. The 
probe Was displaced laterally 2 cm from the incident laser 
beam. TWo curves represent tWo different angles of the 
probe, 0=40° and 0=—40° measured With respect to the 
direction of the incident beam. The measured data points are 
compared With theory (solid lines) With ps=3 cm_1, g+0.8. 

Equivalents 
While the invention has been described in connection 

With speci?c methods and apparatus, it is to be understood 
that the description is by Way of eXample and not as a 
limitation to the scope of the invention as set forth in the 
claims. 
We claim: 
1. A method for detecting material Within tissue compris 

ing: 
irradiating tissue With optical radiation along an optical 

path, the tissue having material located underneath a 
surface of the tissue; 
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14 
collecting scattered optical radiation from the material 

including a period of rising intensity and a period of 
decaying intensity; 

measuring a rising intensity distribution of the collected 
optical radiation in a time interval betWeen 0 and 1500 
picoseconds after irradiation of the tissue; 

comparing the measured rising intensity distribution With 
a non-diffusion representation of light trajectories in the 
tissue; and 

determining the location of the material Within the tissue 
from the comparison of the measured rising intensity 
distribution and the non-diffusion representation. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising collecting 
scattered ?uorescent light from the material. 

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising irradiating 
the tissue With substantially monochromatic light from a 
laser. 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating a 
frequency domain representation of the measured intensity 
distribution. 

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising identifying 
a ?uorphore Within the material and determining a distribu 
tion of the ?uorophore Within the material. 

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising detecting 
Raman shifted radiation from the material. 

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising comparing 
the measured intensity distribution collected Within the time 
period betWeen 0 and 500 picoseconds after irradiation of 
the tissue. 

8. A method for detecting material Within tissue compris 
ing: 

irradiating tissue With radiation from a laser along an 
optical path; 

collecting scattered ?uorescent radiation from the mate 
rial during a rising intensity period With a ?ber optic 
device; 

sensing a rising intensity distribution of the collected 
?uorescent radiation in a time interval betWeen 0 and 
500 picoseconds after irradiation of the tissue; 

analyZing the sensed rising intensity distribution With a 
non-diffusion representation; and 

forming a tWo dimensional representation of the material 
Within the tissue from the analyZed rising intensity 
distribution. 

9. The method of claim 8 further comprising comparing a 
rise time of collected scattered ?uorescent light With a 
reference, the reference being formed With a path integral 
representation of light paths through the tissue. 

10. The method of claim 8 further comprising sensing the 
?uorescent radiation With a streak camera. 

11. The method of claim 8 further comprising providing 
a plurality of optical ?bers to collect the scattered ?uores 
cent radiation. 

12. The method of claim 8 further comprising providing 
a ?ber optic device to collect the scattered ?uorescent 
radiation. 

13. The method of claim 8 further comprising moving a 
?ber optic device to deliver or collect radiation being 
directed through the tissue at different angles or positions. 

14. The method of claim 8 further comprising sensing the 
collected light With a charge coupled device. 

15. A system for detecting material Within tissue com 
prising: 

a laser that irradiates tissue With optical radiation along an 
optical path; 

a ?ber optic device that delivers the radiation along the 
optical path and that collects scattered optical radiation 
from the material; 
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a detector that detects a rising intensity distribution of the 
collected optical radiation in a time interval betWeen 0 
and 1500 picoseconds after irradiation of the tissue; and 

a computer that compares the measured rising intensity 
distribution With a non-diffusion representation of light 
trajectories in the tissue stored in a memory of the 
computer and that forms a tWo dimensional represen 
tation of the material Within the tissue. 

16. The system of claim 15 further comprising providing 
a ?lter to remove a portion of the collected radiation. 

17. The system of claim 15 further comprising an actuator 
that controls movement of the ?ber optic device relative to 
the tissue and the ?ber optic device comprises a plurality of 
optical ?bers that collects radiation from the tissue at 
different angles. 

18. The system of claim 15 Wherein the detector com 
prises a streak camera With a charge coupled device. 

19. The system of claim 15 further comprising gating 
means for time gating the collected radiation. 

20. A method for detecting material Within tissue com 
prising: 

irradiating tissue With radiation from a laser along an 
optical path; 

collecting scattered ?uorescent or Raman radiation from 
the material, the scattered ?uorescent or Raman radia 
tion having a rise period and a decay period; 

sensing an intensity distribution of the collected ?uores 
cent or Raman radiation in a time interval during the 
rise period; 

analyZing the sensed intensity distribution from the rise 
period; and 

forming a representation of the material Within the tissue 
from the analyZed intensity distribution from the rise 
period. 

21. The method of claim 1 further comprising measuring 
a decaying intensity distribution and forming an image of an 
imbedded objection in the tissue. 
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22. A method for detecting material Within tissue com 

prising: 
irradiating tissue With optical radiation along an optical 

path, the tissue having material located underneath a 
surface of the tissue; 

collecting scattered optical radiation from the material; 
measuring an intensity distribution of the collected optical 

radiation in a time interval betWeen 0 and 1500 pico 
seconds after irradiation of the tissue; 

comparing the measured intensity distribution With a path 
integral representation of light trajectories in the tissue; 
and 

determining the location of the material Within the tissue 
from the comparison of the measured intensity distri 
bution and the path integral representation. 

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising collecting 
scattered ?uorescent light from the material. 

24. The method of claim 22 further comprising irradiating 
the tissue With substantially monochromatic light from a 
laser. 

25. The method of claim 22 further comprising generating 
a frequency domain representation of the measured intensity 
distribution. 

26. The method of claim 22 further comprising identify 
ing a ?uorphore Within the material and determining a 
distribution of the ?uorophore Within the material. 

27. The method of claim 22 further comprising detecting 
Raman shifted radiation from the material. 

28. The method of claim 22 further comprising comparing 
the measured intensity distribution collected Within the time 
period betWeen 0 and 500 picoseconds after irradiation of 
the tissue. 


